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as technology has advanced so has our desire to create the most pleasing sound possible. many of us have heard
the promise of speakers that offer full, rich audio from a small footprint, and weve tried several. we found that
sisson point distribution, soft dome tweeters, good magnets and high power amps all put together can create a
nice sound, but the hi-fi enthusiasts that choose these products quickly tire of the sound they have found, and

move on to something with more punch. as we looked at what was possible in terms of size and performance, we
found that a unique approach to speaker design was required. the product had to be compact, and those sisson
point tweeters needed to be much smaller. the result was the dd box, and a speaker that gives all the bass you
would like, while still being small enough to take up no space. dd continues its belief that good audio is built on
technology, design, and consumer satisfaction. as a direct response speaker manufacturer, dd is dedicated to

delivering a line of speakers that create a performance and sound that makes a difference. everyone has different
musical needs. for that reason, we started the research years ago to develop a line of products that are designed
for our consumer base. now we look forward to offering a product line that meets the desires of many people for
better, richer sound at a great price. we invite you to visit our website and have a listen. at morel, we dedicate

ourselves to designing and building the highest quality speaker systems that bring the complete range of
performance. our team of skilled engineers has extensive experience designing the right solution, and their

dedication is second to none. if you are looking for a manufacturer that will work with you, listen to your music,
and deliver the complete package, let us know and we will find a solution that meets all of your needs.
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free subwoofer design software is now available. its a 4 step process, shown here in order of
complexity. start with the top and build up from there. you'll be amazed how the assembly starts to

come together. goodsubwoofer design software will allow you to play around and build your
enclosure directly on their printed templates. it can be difficult to explain the process in simple
terms, so its best to see it for yourself. the template shows the mating plane (the volume of the

enclosure that will accept the enclosure's speaker driver. this contains the access doors, and the box
making slots. if your enclosure will not accept a given speaker driver then these areas will not print,

resulting in a smaller/lighter enclosure.) next, the box making slots that are important for box
assembly, and the reinforcing slot for the channel-clamp frame. the best enclosures will be sturdy

enough to be held up with a clamp frame that is very strong. is there a way to make your enclosure
a little stronger and stiffer? yes! it's possible to add a second enclosing wall to your box that

strengthens the box, raises it, and stiffens it. this is shown by the lines surrounding the opening of
the box design above. this works great if you need to fit a speaker in a smaller box, or if you want to
add a non-conformal enclosure to your sub box. once you have your box template setup, its time to
take the parts and design your enclosure. the boxes on this template were designed and drafted by
morel. just to the left of each enclosure is a picture of the parts used. you can see how the parts are

designed to interlock and collaborate. 5ec8ef588b
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